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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a Microsoft SQL Server that has a database named DB1.
DB1 has a data files on drive E and transaction logs on drive
L.
Drive L fails and is replaced.
You need to recover DB1. The solution must minimize data loss.

Which three statements should you execute in sequence? To
answer, move the appropriate statements from the list of
statements to the answer area and arrange them in the correct
order.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
ALTER DATABASE '&lt;your_database&gt;' SET SINGLE_USER WITH
ROLLBACK IMMEDIATE GO DBCC CHECKDB ('&lt;your_database&gt;',
REPAIR_REBUILD) GO ALTER DATABASE '&lt;your_database&gt;' SET
MULTI_USER GO References:
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NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option B

C. Option D
D. Option C
Answer: A,B
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